Having our Customers’ in mind!
Premier Bodies pride itself on knowing our marketplace and most important, listening to our Customers!
Providing “Containers Bodies” that are price competitive, fit for purpose and assist with reducing the life
time usage costs by Customers are our key performance indicators.
Two such examples with our Customers’ in mind:1. RORO / Hooklift new models. Following an internal price and value performance review,
Premier Bodies has introduced a range of RORO/ Hooklift Body products designed and built to
meet the different marketplace applications with a competitive price offering, each product category
having load capacity offering from 15 to 55 Cubic yards, fit for purpose technical standards, choice
of colours a comprehensive range of ancillary fitments.
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3. ADD Plant’s customised container bodies had specific requirements for a customised RORO
body arrangement with a focus on flexibility and versatility of use, namely:• Triple removable drop sides and a rear tailgate.
• Tailgate to be top and bottom hinged to facilitate a ramp to load plant equipment
• A full width locker to store tools, fuel supplies and other equipment
• Mounting an electric winch with the winch cable paid out through an aperture
• A headboard had to include provision for supporting long timbers, pipes and other cargoes over
the top of the cab
• Heavy duty recessed in the bed that didn’t cause muck or other material to stick when tipping,
and
• A moveable two position partition arrangement, to facilitate carrying mixed loads of different
materials.
The outcome – Acknowledgements to “Trucking” magazine Oct 2011 issue. To quote ADD Plant’s

Charlie Dwan:“Premier Bodies met my entire specific requirements at the most competitive price”.
“I’m getting to grips with using his truck and equipment; it certainly works well and I’m finding
new ways of working and other advantages virtually every time I go out with it.
To find out more about Premier Bodies latest competitive offerings, including its new range of RORO
Hooklift bodies, please contact John Stockton (Sales Director).

